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ABSTRACT
Recommendation is a crucial part of user experience.
And for many e-commerce companies, designing an
effective recommendation system is the foundation of
improving customer retention rate. A key factor of
implementing recommendation systems is to
comprehend how decision-making process works in
real world. Collaborative filtering is one of the most
common approaches to model this process and be
used for recommendation.
In this paper, we will introduce a new collaborative
filtering method to recommend restaurants to a user.
Our method is an advanced version of traditional
user-based CF which also benefited from item-based
CF. To evaluate the system we built, we separate the
dataset by time, extracted filtered data after a given
date and utilized these data to verify the achieved
results.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recommendation system has become a top topic for
many industry-leading companies. And collaborative
filtering is a well-used method for recommendation.
However, data sparsity which is a key disadvantage of
user-based collaborative filtering often results in
unreliable similarity information. To solve this
problem, we propose an algorithm that applies item
similarity to the calculation of user similarity.

In addition, geographical and temporal factors will
also heavily influence a user’s actual decision-making.
Thus, these factors are also included in our work.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we
introduce the data we use in section 2. Then the
details of the implementation present in section 3. In
section 4, the results are analyzed and evaluated, and
a concise discussion on the result is provided.

2

DATASET

The goal is to recommend restaurants for a user based
on predicting this user’s rating on candidate
restaurants. To achieve that, we need users’ ratings on
these restaurants.
Considering the size of the whole dataset and runtime performance, we decide to filter restaurants from
a selected area as our target dataset. At first, we
combine yelp review dataset and user dataset as well
as sort these data by location. After checking the
order of this list, we choose the second-ranked Las
Vegas as the candidate sample set. However, due to
the data’s massiveness and irregular distribution, we
further narrow down the scope and selected a
neighborhood (i.e., Strip) as our experimental subject.
Then we filter out every review which was not make
about a restaurant in Strip area. And we sort the left
data based on the date on which each review was
made. For each input user, we select all this user’s
reviews and chose a temporal demarcation point
based on these reviews. Finally, all review data made
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before this point in the Strip area would be used as
training dataset.
Also, Considering the serving timeliness of
restaurants, we also process the data to provide
suitable meal type information of recommended
restaurants to the target user. The details are shown in
in Figure 1.
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OneVsRestClassifier using Linear SVC and achieves
78 percent accurate (the method of calculating
accuracy is shown as equation [1]). Finally,
restaurants that lacks GoodForMeal attribute can be
labeled according to check-in data through this model.
𝑒𝑞[1] 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒
3 ∗ 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑠𝑒𝑡

Figure 1: the data processing flowchart of predicting
suitable meal for each restaurant.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1

Time Category

For every business in a specific day, we create a 24dimensional vector to represent the number of
customers checking in per hour. Applying PCA to
these check-in vectors shows there is a strong relation
between customers’ check-in activities and
restaurant’s suitable meal types shown as Figure 2(a).
Depending on the GoodForMeal attribute in business
dataset, we generate a set of labeled data points to
train and test the classification model. After trying
different linear classifiers including Lasso and
Bayesian Ridge with 73 percent accurate, the finial
result shown as Figure 2(b) is produced by

Figure 2:(a) PCA result of training data set. (b) PCA result
of testing data with predicted labels. The rightest bit
represents dinner, the most left bit represents breakfast, the
bit in the middle represent lunch. Bits are set to 1 if the
corresponding meal type in GoodForMeal attribute is true.

3.2

User Similarity

We use Pearson correlation to compute user
similarity.
𝑤 , , the similarity of user u and v is:
𝑒𝑞[2] 𝑤
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r u,i is the rating of business i by user u.
I is the set of businesses rated by both user u and v.
𝑟̅ u is the average rating of user u over all businesses
in I.
3.3 Business Similarity
We use Jaccard similarity to compute business
similarity.
The similarity of business a and b is:
𝑒𝑞[3] 𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑎, 𝑏) =

|𝐶 ∩ 𝐶 |
|𝐶 ∪ 𝐶 |

C denotes the category of corresponding business.
3.4

Rating Prediction

Let 𝑥 be the inputted user ID, and 𝑦 be the inputted
business ID. Given a (𝑥, 𝑦) pair, apply User-Based
Collaborative Filtering (CF) using Review_Rating as
training dataset to compute a predicted rating for the
pair. In addition to traditional User-Based CF, in our
CF algorithm, we also use the most similar business
of 𝑦 as a factor in our computation.
By selecting all ratings by 𝑥 and for 𝑦, we compute
user average rating 𝑥̅ and business average rating 𝑦
from Review_Rating. If cannot found any rating by 𝑥
or cannot found any rating for 𝑦 , 𝑥̅ or 𝑦 will be 3
correspondingly.
Then select all other users 𝑈 that been to 𝑦. For all
users in the list 𝑈, use the method in section 3.2 to
find each users similarity with 𝑥, that is 𝑤( , ) . If all
users in 𝑈 has 0 similarity to 𝑥, then return (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑥̅ )
as predicted rating. Else, find average rating 𝑢 for
each 𝑢 ∈ 𝑈, and use equation [4] and equation [5] to
calculate a numerator and denominator. Then user
equation [6] to calculate direction predicted rating.
𝑒𝑞[4] 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑁 =

𝑟
∈

− 𝑢 ∗ 𝑤(

,

𝑒𝑞[5] 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐷 =
∈

𝑤(

𝑒𝑞[6] 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 = 𝑥̅ +

, )
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𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑁
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐷

So far, the described method is traditional User-Based
CF. Next, we will use similar business as a supporting
factor in our calculation of final predicted rating. First

find the most similar business 𝑧 to business 𝑦 using
the method in section 3.3. Then find all other users
been to 𝑧, let the list be 𝑇. Compute the similarities
between t ∈ 𝑇 and 𝑥 , 𝑤( , ) . If 𝑇 = ∅ or all
𝑤( , ) = 0, then will return (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑),
as we are not using 𝑧 in our calculation. Else we will
continue to calculate a supporting predicted rating
from 𝑧. Because this calculation is not about 𝑦, so we
need use a weight, 𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑦, 𝑧) from section 3.3, to
control the contribution of business 𝑧 to our final
predicted rating result. And the equation to calculate a
numerator and denominator is as below equation [7]
and equation [8]:
𝑒𝑞[7] 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 =
∈

𝑟 , − 𝑡̅ ∗ 𝑤(

𝑒𝑞[8] 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐷 =
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, )
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∗ 𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑦, 𝑧)

∗ 𝑆𝐼𝑀(𝑦, 𝑧)

Using this equation, we can combine the numerator
and denominator from both direct prediction and
similar business prediction as below equation [9]:
𝑒𝑞[9] 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝑥̅ +

𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑁 + 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑁
𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝐷 + 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝐷

This calculation will be our final prediction of given
(𝑥, 𝑦) pair. And the return (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔) as
final predicted rating.
3.5 Recommendation to Input User
To decide which restaurant to recommend to users,
we find all restaurants that input us er 𝑥 had not
visited, Let the list be 𝐵. For every pair (𝑥, 𝑏) ∶ 𝑏 ∈
𝐵 , calculate the predicted rating using method in
section 3.3. Filter 𝐵 to only contain resturants that
have higher than 𝑥’s average rating and return those
restaurants.
To recommend restaurant based on time of the day,
we further filter 𝐵 with the results from section 3.1.
For each given pair (𝑥, 𝑑) , for 𝑑 ∈ { 𝑏𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑓𝑎𝑠𝑡 ,
′𝑙𝑢𝑛𝑐ℎ , ′𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟′} , filter the output list with the
inputted choice of meal kind.
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4 RESULT & DISCUSSION
There are two type of results from our work. One is
basic recommending restaurants to users, and another
is recommending restaurants that are good at the time
of day preferred by user.
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verify whether the user visited or not. (see figure 6 for
output result)

4.1 Basic Restaurants Recommendation
Input: userid: qQecSd0lynfB4g-LPa9JCw
Output: CSV file of (userid, business, predicted rating)

Figure 5: A capture of the 15 recommended business to
user ID qQecSd0lynfB4g-LPa9JCw for lunch time

Figure 6: A capture of the ratio of correct prediction in
lunch recommended restaurants from the output file for
user ID qQecSd0lynfB4g-LPa9JCw
Figure 3: A capture of the first 15 recommended business
to user ID qQecSd0lynfB4g-LPa9JCw

For the inputted user ID, we have a result of
recommending 55 restaurants. By using testing data to
verify our output, we can see that out of the 55
restaurants, the user did go to 6 of our recommended
results.

Figure 4: A capture of the ratio of correct prediction in all
recommended restaurants from the output file for user ID
qQecSd0lynfB4g-LPa9JCw

4.2

Time Based Restaurants Recommendation

Input:(userid, time): (qQecSd0lynfB4g-LPa9JCw, ‘lunch’)
Output: CSV file of

(userid, business, predicted rating, breakfast, lunch, dinner)

4.3 Discussion of Other Findings
For the outputs of predicting rating, many predicted
ratings are the average rating of the inputted user ID.
This is because some of these users who also visited
that business have no similarity with the input user.
Therefore, we choose to recommend restaurants that
have predicted rating higher than user ID’s average
rating.

5 APPENDIXES
GitHub Link
https://github.com/sxy1412/INF553-RecomandationSystem
Individual Contribution
Zhonghui Xie – Predict rating

(See figure 5 for output result)
For the output result, it is hard to verify the
correctness because we do not know what time of the
day the user visited the restaurants. But we can still

Yueqi Zhu – Build similarity table, verify predict result
Yilun Wang – Data pre-processing
Xinyi Shen – Time category

